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SPORTS
Senior Katy Gra nt
has success in final
season at Harding.
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'Green' committee develops last year's promises
by BLAKE MATHEWS
news ed itor

Less than a year after Harding formed the Environmental
Stewardship Committee, the
group has already made great
strides toward making campus
more "green."
The 18-member committee is
made up of students, professors
and stafffrom a variety of departments. Dr. Mike James, chairman
of the committee and dean of
the College of Communication,
brings the group together once
a month to discuss new ideas
and ongoing projects.
"Recycle, reduce and reuse is
our mantra," James said.
At their last' meeting
Feb. 12, the committee released
the results of its first seven
months of conservation efforts.
July 2008 through January saw
101,184 pounds of material go
back into use through recycling,
rather than to a landfill.
Additionally, since Harding
must pay the city of Searcy to
take out its trash, the recycling

program also saved the university
money. The total cost of waste
disposal for the 2008-09 school
year is expected to be 27.38
percent, or about 120,000, less
than it was last year.
James said every dollar saved
through recycling goes right back
into the committee's budget.
1his means that the committee's
start-up cost ofS22, 746.89 will
have been almost completely
recouped by the end of its first
year.After that,James said, being
eco-friendly will start turning a
profit. The extra money in the
budget will be used to expand the
recycling program and to fund
other "green" initiatives.
Last spring, the committee
created a list of nine practical
goals that could be started immediately in the fall. Placing a
total of 428 recycling bins across
campus and Harding Academy
has fulfilled one of them, and
progress is being made on the
other eight.
1) Create a logo. This was one
of the first items the committee
pursued and completed. Designed

by student Matt McCormick, the
logo can be seen on Pipeline's
home page, in the "Recycling on
Campus" module. Eventually, the
logo will make its way onto all
of the recycling bins scattered
across Harding.
2) Add a section to Harding's
Web site that will teach students
about environmental stewardship
and offer a way to make suggestions to the committee. Though
the module on Pipeline currently
fulfills this goal, Jo Goy of the
biology department is designing
a more elaborate and informative
Web page. She said the new site,
which is still in its conceptual
stage, will feature stories about
Harding faculty and students
who go out of their way to be
environmentally-conscious.
Readers will also be able to find
"green tips" and ways to reduce
their own carbon footprints. For
those who wish to experience the
environment in person, Goy said
she will link information on where
photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I the Bison
and how to enjoy the outdoors
Public Safety purchased a hybrid Ford Escape as part of the university's "Go Green" initiative. Hybrids
in Arkansas to the page.
see GREEN page 3a use both gas and electricity, giving them much greater fuel efficiency than only gas-powered vehicles.

Art project gives taste of design
by ASHTON REELY
opinions editor

The advanced interior and
graphic design students have
joined forces to develop a gallery
show that takes an innovative,
artistic look at designing a restaurant. Am Cox, an associate
instructor o art, and Daniel
• Adams, an associate professor of
art, said the collaborative project
between the two classes began
seven years ago.
"We determined that they
should experience working with
someone from a different profession in an effort to simulate a
real working environment," Cox
said. "There are design forms out
there where interior and graphic
designers work together to create
a brand or identity."
Four different groups, composed
of students from both majors,
developed creative strategies
after drawing inspiration from
the style of a 20th century artist
of their choice. From there, they
had to determine the city, type
of food and other demographic
information for the restaurant.
After a theme was reached, students dove into the details.
Adams said the graphic design
aspect of the project revolves
around the creation of signs,
menus, logos, letterhead, uniforms
and other artistic features within
a restaurant setting. Interior design
majors like junior MaryCaitlin
Tanksley are key in the development of a design concept, which
includes choosing the flooring,
wall treatment, furniture and

Searcy, Harding
lightly affected by
failing econoiny
by BLAKE MATHEWS
news editor

photo by RACHEL DENZIN I the Bison
Interior and graphic design students worked together to create restaurants for a gallery show. They
designed every aspect of the project. from lighting and furniture to signs and logos.
light fixtures. "Staccato," a San
Franciscan-themed bistro based on
artist Richard Diebenkom's work,
was born through the teamwork
ofTanksley's group.
"Working with the graphic
designers helped me understand
the concept ofcollaboration with
other professionals,"Tanksley said.
"Communication is key in every
step ofa project and organization
is always necessary."
Tanksley also stressed the
importance ofhaving confidence
in your own work when teaming
up with other professionals. The
corner, set up by each group,

Jim Bill Mclnteer

will not only display their design work, but will provide a
physical impression of being in
a restaurant.
While Cox said she encourages students to come every year
to check out the exhibit, she is
excited to announce that this
year, they will be raising money
for the White County Habitat
for Humanity. Adams said that
guests will donate money to
their favorite restaurant; all the
money will be donated to the
cause, but the restaurant that
collects the most money will be
this year's winner.

"Students should come and see
the gallery because not only does
it offer a view into the interior and
graphic design world, but it is also
for a wonderful cause,"Tanksley
said. "[Interior design] is much
more than fabric and pillows. A
lot of hard work and labor went
into these gallery projects, and
we would love the feedback from
our fellow students."
A reception from 2 to 4 p.m.
welcomed the show into the
Stevens Art Gallery last Saturday
afternoon, and students will have
the opportunity to view it until
the Feb. 28.

The economic recession
that has damaged the credit
markets and broken the back
of American industry and
small businesses has largely
passed over Searcy and Harding University.
In her 2009 State of the
City speech, Searcy mayor
Belinda Laforce said the
city was largely insulated
from the economic turmoil
because of its natural resources, specifically natural
gas. The factory closings
and foreclosures that have
plagued other parts of the
country have been offset
by the jobs and money that
companies like Chesapeake
Energy, Nomac Drilling
and BJ Services bring to
the area.
"I think we're better off,"
said Buck Layne, president of
the Searcy Regional Chamber
of Commerce, comparing
Searcy's current economic
state to that of last year.
"We've been real fortunate
in a lot of ways, but by the
same token it's not perfect,"
he said.
Retail businesses have
been negatively impacted,
due largely to falling sales
as consumers watch their

wallets more closely.
The trend is being felt
by small businesses across
the nation, according to the
February 2009 report from
the National Federation of
Independent Business, an
influential advocacy group
that represents small business interests to the federal
government. ln the report,
which surveyed 2,013 business
firms last month, a record 28
percent listed "low sales" as
their "single most important
problem," up 13 percent
from last January.
"Reports of positive profit
trends gave up another 5
points [in January], falling
to a negative 47 percentage
points," the NFIB said.
This means that more
small and independent
businesses than ever are
losing money and winding
up with unsold inventory
left on their shelves.
Across America, businesses
are adapting by cutting prices
and laying off employees. But
businesses in Searcy have
largely shaken offthe national
slump, Layne said.
"You can go down Race
Street or Beebe-Capps [Avenue] and see new businesses
going in, so it has not been a
one-way trend," he said.
see ECONOMY page 3a

New do rill locks create Illixed feelings
Students' opinions vary on always-locking doors: helpful or hassle?
by RACHEL DENZIN
student reporter

photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I the Bison
Jim Bill Mclnteer, Harding Board of Trustees member, speaks
in chapel. He was a guest speaker every day this week.

New locks have recently
been installed on all dormitory doors around H arding's
campus.
"M aking the dorm roo ms
more secure by making the
locks more secure is a good
thing," Craig Russell, chief of
Public Safety, said.
Although the new locks have
been installed to maintain the
safety of the students and their
belongings, there are mixed
feelings about the locks among
students around campus.
"I don't really mind [the
new locks] because I lock
my doors anyways, so I am
pretty indifferent," junior and
Armstrong resident Coulter
Goodman said.
Not all students are as apathetic as Goodman, however.
"] don't care for it; they

thought it was a good idea,
but it's not because there are
so many ways to get around
[the new locks]," sophomore
and Allen resident Sean Smith
said.
Russell said h e d isagrees
about the ease of breaking
through the new locks.
"You have to work at it to
defeat the lock," Russell said.
To open any dorm room
door a key must be inserted.
When t he key is not in th e
actual lock, the door remains
locked. This is a huge change
for students accustomed to
unlocking and leaving their
door unlocked.
"It's a love/hate relationship," junior and Patti Cobb
resident Mary McBride said.
"I love that it's safe, but it's
hard to visit friends and move
around in the dorm."
"We at Harding want the
students' stuff to be safe," Rus-

sell said. "Students are adults,
and so they have that choice
whether or not to leave their
doors propped open, but they
leave themselves open to that
risk [of theft] if they do."
One Resident Assistant
said the new locks create an
inconvenience.
"Being an RA makes the
locks annoying because then
] have to open the door when
someone locks himself out,"
senior and Keller resident
Austin Kelly said. "But most of
the guys on my hall prop their
doors open anyv;ays."
Russell stressed the importance of the new locks. The
locks are intended for the
benefit of the students. He said
h e "encourages students not
to prop his or her door open"
because then, if there is a theft,
that student "is responsible for
what happens."
"[The new locks] are really

"I love that it's safe, but
it's hard to visit friends
and move around in
the dorm."
Mary McBride
junior patti cobb resident
a good thing because of all
the theft on campus," senior
and Kendall resident Kelsey
Scranton said. "At most public universities students have
to leave their doors locked
all of the time; we have just
been spoiled because we are
at Harding."
Public Safety hopes the new
locks will cut down on the recent string of burglaries around
campus and make students
safer in general. Whatever a
student's opinion on the new
locks, most can agree, or hope,
they will accomplish their
intended purpose.
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Recess proved important
for academics
Recess may be just as important to a child's academic progress as core subjects like reading, science
and math, a study published in the journal Pediatrics said
this month.
The study revealed that kids who were given more
than 15 minutes of recess had better classroom behavior than those who had little or none. The results were
consistent as researchers controlled different variables
like sex, ethnicity, school type and class size.
This research supports the idea that when children
are given time to let their brains rest, they perform
better academically. Because many schools do not view
recess as essential to education, lead researcher Dr.
Romina M. Barros hopes the study's findings will help
transform this thinking.
usometimes you need data published for people at
the educational level to start believing it has an impact, n
she said. 'We should understand that kids need that
break because the brain needs that break. n

Computer program
creates snowflakes
The creation of snowflakes has been taken out of
nature and made into a mathematical science thanks
to a new computer program, researchers announced
Tuesday.
Two mathematicians,
David Griffeath and Janko
Gravner, spent four years
developing the computer
model's theory and performing the computations
that allow the virtual growth
of a symmetric, random
flake.
With a visual production
of detailed, three-dimensional snowflakes, the elaborate
model may help predict how different types of snowflakes affect the amount of water that hits the ground.
In nature, a snowflake develops from water mo~
ecules that freeze around a speck of dust or other material, resulting in fem-like stars, needles and prisms. The
unique shape is determined by temperature, humidity
and other conditions, with around a quintillion molecules
making up each flake.
By accounting for major and minor features of each
flake, this is the first time that snowflake growth has
been accurately simulated.
photo by Taylor Durham I the Bison

NASA satellite crash
causes setback
After a NASA satellite crashed into the waters near
Antarctica on Tuesday, climate scientists working to map
the world's carbon dioxide were left questioning what to
do next.
The Orbiting Carbon Observatory monitored how
C02 enters and exits Earth's atmosphere, and the sc~
entists hoped the data would reveal a rhythm similar to
taking a breath. The $278 million satellite was designed
to document 8 million measurements every day for at
least a two year period.
Although airplanes, weather balloons and groundmonforing stations are able to measure the amount of
C02 in the air at certain points, they are not able to take
measurements globally in the way that a satellite can.
But hope may be found in Japan, where a carbonmonitoring satellite was launched last month.

Excessive gaming causes
skin disorder
Swiss scientists announced Tuesday that keeping
too tight a grip on gaming consoles can cause a skin
disorder marked by painful lumps on palms.
The condition, know to scientists as "P!ayStation
palmar hidradentitis," resembles patches that children
sometimes get on their feet after taking part in heavy
physical activity.
"The tight and
continuous grasping of
the hand-grips together
with repeated pushing
of the buttons produce
minor but continuous
trauma to the (palm)
surfaces," Vincent
Piguet and colleagues at University Hospitals and Med~
cal School of Geneva reported in the British Journal of
Dermatology.
Along with this newly identified skin condition, excessive gaming has been linked to acute tendonitis.

4,000

- Amount of money donated to the Staggs
family after chapel in response to Andrew
Baker's appeal for support on Feb 13.

A student plays the violoncello dunng an orchestra concert Tuesday, Feb. 24, in the Administration Auditorium. Senior Travis
Kaye and other vocalists sang as the orchestra performed.

"If it isn't peanuts in
Georgia, it's syringes in
North Carolina."

"This is just the beginning "They were once givers,
for Bollywood. India has
and now they're having to
so many stories to tell."
ask for assistance."

- Ned Feder, responding
to the lack of FDA supervision
that caused the Georgia-based
salmonella outbreak and a shipment of tainted syringes from

- Subhash Ghai, Indian
movie director, on the success of
"Slumdog Millionaire" at the Oscars and the Inspiration he thinks
it will give the film industry in

North Carolina.

India.

"We have an AfricanAmerican president, a
female Speaker of the
House - and there's the
white guy."

"Obviously I've been
touched and grateful.
Beyond that, I don't really
plan to go away soon."

-

Katie Courie, empha-

sizing the diverse leadership of
President Barack Obama, Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and

- Brenda Beavers, human-services director for the
New Jersey Salvation Army, on
the increase in people who now
need to use the group's food
pantry because of the recession.

- Ted Kennedy, Massachusetts Senator, on the tributes
that he has received since being
diagnosed with brain cancer.

"It is more important to
disseminate his message,
to learn something from
his life, rather than just
possess his objects."
- Varsha Das, director of
New Delhi's National Gandhi Museum, in response to an auction
of Mohandas Ghandi's personal
belongings in New York.

Vice President Joe Biden.

Bison Daze Schedule
3 p.m. Financial Aid information session

5:30 p.m. Lady Bison Basketball vs. Ouachita

7:30 a.m. Breakfast - Cone Chapel

- Heritage Auditorium

Baptist - Rhodes Field House

8:40 a.m. Meet in Heritage lobby to go to
chapel
9 a.m. Chapel - Benson Auditorium
9 :30 a.m. Campus tour starts from chapel
seats, or attend the class of your choice
11 - 11:50 a.m. Attend a freshman Bible class
- Mclnteer 150

5 p.m. Dinner - Heritage Cafeteria

7:30 p.m. Bison Basketball vs. Ouachita Baptist

7 p.m. Talent Show finals - Benson Auditonum
7 p.m. "Treasure Island" - Ulrey Performing
Arts Center
8 p.m. "Jungle Book" - Ulrey Performing Arts
Center

- Rhodes Field House
7 p.m. "Treasure Island" - Ulrey Performing
Arts Center
8 p.m. "Jungle Book" - Ulrey Performing Arts
Center
1 a.m. Curfew

12 - 1 p.m. Lunch - Heritage Cafeteria

1 a.m. Curfew

Friday

Sunday
Saturday

7:30 a.m. Breakfast - Heritage Cafeteria
8:15 a.m. Wor ship - Co llege Church of

12 - 2 p.m. Baseball: Bisons vs. Drury
1 p.m. College 101 for Students - Heritage
208; or attend the class of your choice
1 p.m. Co llege 101 for Parents - Cone

9 - 11 a.m. Midnight Oil Coffee House for
drinks, muffins, bagels and games
12 - 2 p.m. Baseball: Bisons vs. Wisconsin

Midnight Oil

Chapel
2 p.m. Campus tour beginning in Heritage
lobby or attend the class of your choice

Parkside
4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Pizza party - Allen Dorm
lobby

9:45 a.m. Bible study - Student Center.
After class
Lunch - Heritage Cafeteria

Christ, located on Race Avenue across from

•
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Social club fights
human trafficking
Iota Chi raises funds for
Honduran safe-house
By BILLIE PETERS
student re porter

Iota Chi social club is
organizing a school-wide
fund raiser to support the
effort against human trafficking in Honduras.
President of Iota Chi
Alisson Cruz is heading up
the project and has been in
contact with Jeremy Springer,
a member of the Christian
band Thalon, which supports
the non-profit organization
"She Dances".
The lyrics to Thalon's song
"She Dances" describe what
the organization strives to
accomplish:
"Every girl deserves to
dream, Every Girl deserves
hope, Every girl deserves to
love and to be loved, Every
girl deserves to dance. When
she dances she is alive, When
she dances she is free, She's
free to live, free to laugh,
free to love. She's free in
her heart, Free in her spirit,
She's free in Jesus Christ."
"She Dances" is an
organization dedicated to
raising awareness for human
trafficking taking place all
over the world. Iota Chi
is hoping to raise money
for the group Hope for
Honduras.
Hope for Honduras is
attempting to raise $200,000
so they can build a safe house
for girls that have escaped
from a life of prostitution.
Suzie McCall, director of
the Latin American Missionary and Bible Orphanage,
spends her time talking to
girls who have been sold
into human trafficking.
McCall said she wants
to open a safe house so the
girls who have escaped will
have a place to go. The house
she plans to build will hold
up to 15 g irls and two to
three workers.
Cruz first presented the
idea of this fund raiser to
Iota Chi's officers before
going to the rest of the club.

"We want to bring
awareness to th is
issue because it's
something that
wi ll affect our
generation."
Alison Cruz
Iota Chi president
After prayers and a great
deal of consideration, Iota
Chi has decided to proceed
with the long distance service
project.
Cruz said her biggest
hope is that one day, the
members of Iota Chi will
be able to start an annual
mission trip to Honduras
to see the house built fo r
the victims of human trafficking.
A s a native Honduran,
this project holds a special
place in her heart.
"We want to bring awareness to this issue because it's
something that will affect our
generation," she said.
In Honduras, young
girls are sold into human
trafficking by their parents
in order to pay for their
family's debts. These girls
serve as prostitutes and
are often heavily involved
with drugs.
Every day, girls as young
as 10 years old are becoming victims of this deadly
progression that seems to
be taking place everywhere,
even in the U.S.
Cruz and other members
oflota Chi are in the process
of brainstorming ideas for
th e fund raiser.
The fund raiser is scheduled to take place Spring
Sing weekend with the
hopes that many family,
friends and students will
donate money to support
Hope in Honduras.
If the $200,000 can be
raised quickly, the house
will be completed by the
end of2009.
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ECONOMY: Searc y small b usiness ow ners insulated from economic crisis
CONTINUED from page 1a
Some owners of the small
businesses that line Race Street
have hardly been affected by the
recession. For The Fish Bowl,
a pet store located at 2117 E.
Race Ave., business has actually
been better.
"We've been up two or three
percent [this year]," store owner
Jack London said.
Ifconsumers are moderating
their spending habits, he said, it has
not prevented them from buying
dogs, birds, snakes and the rest of
London's inventory.
"The pets we sell have stayed
pretty consistent," he said. "The
only thing that I've noticed a
decline in at all is the high-end
dog food."
London said after the Dow
Jones Industrial Average fell 777
points in one day last September,
his business "took a dip" as consumers reevaluated their financial
situation. Sales have "climbed
right back up" since then, and
the addition ofa pet supply store,
Petsense, further down Race Street
could bring new customers into
The Fish Bowl.
"They'll go there and buy a
cage, and then they'll come here
and buy something to put in it,"
London said.
FlfSt Class Cuts, a hair salon

at 2021 E. Race Ave., has not
made any significant changes to
its operations. Manager Jessica
Ripper said her salon's stability
is partially due to the nature of
the business: people will always
need haircuts.
"We've been here for seven
years, and we're doing more now
than we have in the past five years,"
Ripper said.
Across the street at 2000 E.
Race Ave. is W&W Ford Sales,
Inc., Searcy's only Ford dealership.
Sales managerJay Curtis said that
car sales have been brisk, even
though consumers have been
altering their car-buying habits.
For example, he said, potential
buyers are turning more to cheaper
pre-owned vehicles rather than
the newer models.
W&Whas also altered its habits.
Curtis said the dealership delayed
putting its new 2009 models on
sale until an acceptable amount of
the 2008 models were gone. Since
the dealership must pay interest
on a vehicle for as long as it sits
out on the lot, clearing out the old
inventory first saved money.
Curtis said sales of Ford 's
popular F-150 model truck had
suffered last year, when gas prices
hovered around $4 per gallon.
When the collapsing stock marlcet
and housing bubble brought down

By ERIC HOLLINGSWORTH
copy editor

This year, the Harding University Computer Science Department hosted its first HUCS
O!iest, a scavenger hunt across
campus for computer science and
computer engineering majors.
The prize at the end of the quest
was a Sl,000 scholarship for the
upcoming fall semester.
According to the general
description found on the registration sheet, HUCS O!iest
is a "fun, challenging and intellectually stimulating game for
computer science and computer
engineering majors."
Participants tried to solve
clues and hints using several
aspects ofcomputer science, from
cryptography and algorithms to
file structures. But, according
to the description, many of the

ordination between the groups otherwise. Containers will not be
and does not play any kind of placed in the Heritage Cafeteria
directorial role.
or other locations where students
HUmanity has enlisted the frequently throw away food, he
committee's help for its organic said, because the current demand
community garden project, and only calls for organic compost,
Students in Free Enterprise has which is made from fruits and
created a pamphlet with a list of vegetables.
"We've got to be careful there,"
50 ways for businesses to con serve resources and save energy, Tatera said. "Ifstudents are clearwhich the committee is helping ing their trays and they're getting
other items in there besides
distribute.
5) Plant more trees. For Earth vegetables and fruit, then that
Day on April 22, Goy is planning entire container would have to
Harding's first Earth Day Expo, be thrown away."
an all-day event that will celebrate
HUmanity and the Physithe university's commitment to cal Resources department have
nature. Part ofthe day's festivities already signed up to get some
will include planting trees near Gin of the organic compost. Tatera
Creek, and Goy said that students said that gardeners from White
might be allowed to buy a tree and County have also shown interest.
dedicate it to someone else.
He said the compost will be given
6) Fmd a way to use food waste away for free.
as compost. Although the program
7) Encourage faculty members
has not started yet, Greg Tatera, to make an effort to show good
Facility Services Director for environmental stewardship. AcAramark, said almost everything is cording to James, part of each
in place to start turning would-be faculty meeting that happens
garbage into food for the soil.
throug hout the school year is
Starting after Spring Break, dedicated to reminding professors
special containers will be placed to conserve paper and minimize
in the Aramark-run kitchens that their trash can usage.
feed students and guests alike.
James explained that "virgin
Tatera said they will collect "end paper,"or non-recycled paper fresh
pieces and leftover pieces from from a tree, is cheaper than recycled
prep work," like orange peels and paper in the smaller quantities that
the ends of chopped carrots that individual departments purchase
would have been thrown away for themselves. However, recycled
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the price of oil last fall, he said,
sales of the fuel-inefficient trucks
"dramatically increased."
While Searcy enjoys the
relative financial protection of
the natural gas companies, car
dealerships in other cities have
been feeling the foll effect of the
recession. An article from the
Feb. 4 edition of the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette stated that
U.S. auto sales for January were
37 percent lower than they were
for the same month last year.
The economic crisis has
brought changes to Harding as
well, though university President
David Burks said he is certain
they will not greatly disturb life
on campus.
"Like many other colleges and
other businesses, we are postponing capital projects," Burks said.
"We're not saying they won't be
done, we're simply postponing
them."
"Capital projects" refer to any
expenditures that are paid for by
donations from outside sources,
from corporations to individuals.
Burks said Sears Hall was to be
renovated this summer using
capital funding, but the SS million plans have been put off until
the economy improves and more
money can be raised.
Harding's endowment fund

has also suffered because of th e
dragging stock market. At the
beginning ofeach year, five percent
of the total endowment fund is
taken out and added to Harding's
operational budget. This year, that
five percent will be $400,000
smaller, Burks said. Typically the
endowment is used in the form of
scholarships, but Burks said other
expenses would be cut in order to
preserve the scholarship funds. In
fact, the scholarship budget for
next year is expected to increase
by $2 million.
"We are making a decided effort to hold down e.xpenditures,"
he said. "I fully expect, based on
work done today, that it will be
the lowest increase in the last
22 years."
Some expenditures, like labor
costs for students in work-study
programs, will rise unavoidably
when the national minimu m
wage increases in July.
Burks said he has been personally affected by the economic
crisis in the form of disappearing
retirement assets.
"I don't think it will affect my
timetable [as president], but I
think it is affecting the timetable
for some people today in terms of
when they decide to retire because
ofthe uncertainty that's out there,"
he said. "It's a scary time."

Computer Science department
hosts scholarship scavenger hunt
clues required knowledge ofother
discipli nes such as literature,
music, history and mathematics,
to name a few.
These clues ultimately led to a
microSD card hidden somewhere
on campus containing instructions
for claiming the scholarship.
The quest lasted approximately
five days before the card was
found by Daniel Tate, but it was
hidden again to procure a second
place winner for a scholarship of
SSOO.Jason Beard took second
place three days later.
The competition provided a
chance for some learning th at
is also fun, said Dr. Tim Baird,
head of the computer science
department, who came up with
the idea for the quest. It also provided a chance for students who
do bettet in hands-on projects to
have a shot at scholarships that
had traditionally gone strictly to

GREEN: new eco-friendly prac tices in motion on Harding University campus
CONTINUED from page 1a
3) Place new thermostat controls
in buildings to help conserve energy.
These controls eliminate hot and
cold extremes,which consume more
energy, and offer a smaller range
of temperatures. James said that
any new construction projects will
include the new controls.
The Center for Health Sciences
is the only building that has been
added since the committee's creation, and it uses not only all new
thermostats, but motion-sensitive
lights as well. The building was
created to be as energy-efficient
as possible,James said, so empty
rooms use virtually no electricity.
As thermostats and lights break in
other buildings, they will be replaced
with the newer models.
4) Work with the Student Association to create a student-run
counterpart to the committee.
Rather than form a separate,
subordinate group,James and the
committee decided that it would
be more effective to work with
independent student organizations
that were interested in helping the
environment.
"If they've got a project they
want to work on, we're saying 'go
get 'em,'" James said. "Go after
it, and we'll help you as much
as we can. "
He said that the committee
only provides support and co-
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paper is cheaper when bought in
large enough quantities. In the
future, James said, departments
will buy their recycled paper at a
lower price from the university,
which will buy the paper in bulk
directly from distributors.
8) Clean up Gin Creek. Work
will begin officially during the
Earth Day Expo, Goy said, but will
continue long after that. She said
that the challenge will be cleaning up and beautifying the creek
without damaging its ecosystem
and disturbing the wildlife that has
adapted to it. Pulling trash out of
the water, however, is something
anyone can do, she said.
The Expo is almost entirely still
in the planning stages, but more
details will be made available as
Earth Day approaches.
Although encouraged by the
campus's response to recycling and
other environmental initiatives,
James said that he wants to do
much more.
"We're not doing as much as we
want to do with this," he said.
James encouraged students
to look at their habits and find
ways to conserve resources, like
turning off their lights or TVs
when leaving their rooms.
"You are in the green business
when you do that," James said.
"We want everybody to be in the
green business."

students with high grade point
averages, Baird said. Some of the
computer security concepts used in
the competitiqn will be discussed
in a new upcoming course to be
taught by Dr. Steve Baber.
Baird said the competition was
based on games and church camp
activities he facilitated when he
was ir. college. He also said he
obse;-ved that there are a lot of
recent books and movies involving clues pointing to other clues
and ultimately a treasure.
"I enjoyed putting together
long strings of clues which
tested kids' knowledge of various subjects and allowed them
to see a concrete result from
the things they had learned,"
Baird said.
Baird said he spent 20 to 30
hours working on the clues for
the contest, which were released
using the HUCS Electronic

Assignment Submission system,
an online program written by
professor Gabriel Foust for computer science students to submit
homework and communicate
with their professors.
At least six clues were planned
in case students were not able to
locate the card quickly enough
using the first few. Baird said that
the idea was for the contest to not
last more than three weeks.
The contest was limited strictly
to these two majors because the
scholarship comes from a fund
specifically designated for the
department, Baird said.
This year's quest was a test
run to see how well the contest
would be received and to see how
long it would run. Baird sai d
that next year's quest is already
planned and will most likely be
longer and more difficult for a
larger scholarship.

Lifeguards' pay
raised to entice
new candidates
By PENELOPE CRONK
stud ent reporter

The Director of Aquatics
recently requested a restructure
in the pay and expectations
of Harding lifeguards.
"I hope that thi s will
attract more lifeguard applicants, especially those
who are reliable, and keep
them for four years,"]. D.
Yingling, associate professor
of kinesiology and director
of aquatics, said.
Yingling proposed that the
lifeguards' pay be raised to $7
per hour with the option to
raise a dependable lifeguard's
pay 25 cents every year that
he or she stays on.
Lifeguards are also being
required to sign a contract
that outlines responsibili ties and the consequences,
such as replacement, if they
do not meet the required
expectations.
The lifeguard s were
originally intended to be paid
more than the other student

workers on campus as they
require special training and
carry much more responsibility, but when minimum wage
in Arkansas was raised, the
guards' wage stayed the same
while the rest of the student
employees' were raised.
"During the past two years,
it has been harder and harder
to find qualified, dependable
g uards who were willing to
work,"Yingling said. "We had
o ur worst semester ever last
fall as far as having guards
being late or not showing
up for work."
Yingling said these failings could be attributed to a
few reliable guards leaving to
teach swimming lessons in
the Crawfish Aquatic Team
of Searcy program, leaving
the staff with freshmen in
their first semester.
Yingling said that with
these new changes, he is
hoping to find responsible
lifeguards who will be on
staff for their entire college
career.

Think You Can

Write?
The Bison needs your stories, columns and
ent ertainment reviews!
Contac t Jeremy Watson at

jwatson@harding.edu
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I hate shopping in virrually all its
forms. I try to find excuses not to go
to scores, from just going without to
coming up with alternatives to daily
needs that MacGyver would be proud
of. You can't drag me co the mall. I
haven't even been to Wal-Mart all
semester except for a single time I
caught a ride with friends already going
SuPD~Nl-'(l VE~NE.. \JOX AND \.\LS T1Mt;
because I was bored.
MA<.~ IWE \-\AD A
RPosE.
There is, however, one notable
exception, the Krypconite to my
superhuman will to not wade around
I
in a sea of consumerism with a daz.ed
look on my face: the Internet.
The Internet seems to know just
what to do to slowly chip away at my
identiry and self-respect. "Look, free
shipping and a coupon code! That
saves you $4!" Or, "Check out chis new
T-shirt! It perfectly supplements your
and
I
think
I
heard
this
right
a
man was complaining to
personaliry, and I know how much you
Communist.
So
the
refs
can't
win.
his wife about his lousy job.
MICHAEL CLAXTON
enjoy being ironic!" Or, the worst yet:
Bue while I pride myself on being
"For 10 crummy years," he
"Hey, a Web site you like is linking co
pretry reserved in my heckling whined, "I've been cleaning up after
this cool gizmo chat you've never heard
someone needs to stay quiet in case
the elephants at the circus. The pay is
he has to bail the forward's father out of but somehow have always wanted! If
awful, I never get any appreciation, and
they recommend it, it must be worth
of jail for yelling - I muse confess
don't gee me started on the smell. Day
it."
after day I shovel their waste, haul it
that at this game I got caught up in
More often than not, I find
off, and then shovel up some more. It's question how any sober person could
the ref-bashing coo. Bue instead of
myself whipping out the plastic and
enough to make a guy sick."
shouting, I wrote a poem. I like to
have made that call), then I knew chat
purchasing chat liccle something. I
chink it's what Milton would have
"Why don't you quit?" his wife
we had been dreadfully wronged, and
have
never attempted to memorize my
done,
just
a
bit
shorter.
Here
is
che
asked.
I took the appropriate umbrage. I also
credit
card number, but I find myself
hasry
tirade
against
one
official
chat
I
"What," he exclaimed, "And get
realized the importance of deodorant
typing
it more quickly each time as my
scribbled
on
the
back
of
the
program:
out of show business?!"
at games.
fingers develop a muscle memory for
If you feel the need to throw
Only lacer did I learn chat fans
it. I find myself, a somewhat typical
There once was a scrawny old ref,
your shoes at me after reading that
always boo at calls made against their
college guy who is more than happy in
old joke, I would understand. But I
Who was blind and was lame and
team, whether justified or not. I
a T-shirt and jeans, actually chinking
wanted co emphasize the point that
was deaf
also learned that since most churchabout whether a collared shirt goes with
there are three careers that I would
Each call he would make
going men are not allowed to yell at
my pants or ifl should go ahead and
never consider, no matter how much
~s four minutes too late:
home, there are only two ways for
buy the recommended pants as well. If
I needed the money: elephantWe think he was doped up on meth.
them to vent their primal rage against
I ever find myself thinking along chose
keeper at the circus, soloist at the
the universe: buying big trucks and
lines, I force myself to close the browser
I blame the imperfect rhymes
Metropolitan Opera or referee in
shouting insults at basketball referees.
and go outside.
college basketball.
I will not venture any theories about
on my forgetting to breathe deeply
Some things, however, don't want
and count to 10 before versifying in
Now that I'm nearly three years
why ladies yell at the refs, but hell hath
me to go outside. There are a couple
anger. Anyway, even though we lost
into my conversion to being a
no fury like a woman whose daughter
of Web sites or programs chat are part
the game, I felt better about it after
Harding basketball fanatic, I'm
has been elbowed in the paint.
of a dark cabal conspiring to rid me of
writing my poem. Yes, I understand
finally beginning to understand all
Which is why part of me feels
that excess funding so weighing down
chat refs have an impossible job to do,
the subtleties of the game.
sorry for these striped men and
my bank account (for my own good,
When I first started hanging
and yes I understand chat they are easy
women whose job is co prevent
of course). One of these is, of course,
o ut in the Rhodes Field House, I
scapegoats to rationalire a loss. But
anarchy on the court.
Steep and Cheap.
seldom had the slightest idea what
I really think you have to be a bit of
For example, during halftime at
Sounding like a cheesy stall set up
was going on when the referee blew
a masochist to want this job. Where
a recent road game, I went to the
on the side of the road, sceepandcheap.
a whistle. I always cook my c ue from lobby for some popcorn and listened
else do you gee paid co dress up, make
com is a site affiliated with Backcountry
rules and infuriate folks on both sides?
the crowd.
to a couple of the opposing team's
that offers a single one of their outdoors
Nowhere, except maybe Congress.
If they applauded, then I knew
fans complaining about how bad one
products, be it clothing or camping
that the call was in our favor, that we
official's calls had been. But only
supplies or the like, at a time at a
still had possession and that all was
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an
moments before, I had been sitting
highly discounted rate and in limited
assistant professor of English
right with the world.
in the stands, surrounded by all the
The product, which is sold
quantities.
and a frequent contributor to the
If, however, the people around
team parents, some of whom were
at 50 co 80 percent off, stays on the site
Bison and may be contacted at
jumped to their feet and began booing
risking expulsion by loudly calling
until all that is available has been sold,
mclaxtol@harding.edu.
or raising both arms in the air (as if to
the same ref incompetent, pathetic
and then the next product is posted.
A combination of huge discounts and
the feeling of racing against ocher eager
buyers creates a curiously addictive
activiry.
I decided to forego the site
they
are
cold.
Don't
you
want
to
ask
en I think of flip-flops,
entirely after utilizing its Firefox add-on
them if they could please wear shoes
Roberto McGowan
isions of warm days,
me co make three purchases within
led
and socks, not a sole and a scrap?
ummertime and the
as
many
hours (paying shipping on
Walking in flip-flops is a possible
beach come co mind. Bue some
each,
of
course.
That's where they get
cause of aches and pains all over
people think of Hip-Hops as yearya).
round footwear.
the body, according to a study from
Speaking of Firefox add-ons, the
Flip-Hops in the winter sh ould
the American College of Spores
second large~t enabler of my electronic
M edicine.
be considered a no-no. Men wearing
donations to capitalism (I just keep
worn co the White House to raise
flip-Bops in the winter sho uld
"Flip-Bops have single-handedly
celling myself I'm helping solve the
money for a 10-year-old girl with a
definitely be considered a no-no.
caused more problems with people's
economic
crisis) is that of eBay.
brain tumor.
In the military, Bip-Hops are used
feet in the last couple years than
Letting
me open a search window at
Whoever made flip-flops a yearas shower shoes. In Japan, flip-flops
probably any other rype of shoe," Dr.
the
click
of
a button and keep up with
round fash ion must have lived with
are often provided to wear while
Rock Positano, a podiatrist at New
auctions
I'm
watching in a panel in my
penguins. After all, penguins have
using the toilet. But in the U.S.,
York's Hospital for Special Surgery said.
browser,
the
eBay
add-on lee's me wait
rough feet chat are made to handle
Randall Dolan wears flip-flops
flip-flops are worn as everyday shoes,
lase
minute
of the auction
until
the
very
extremely cold conditions. Perhaps
year-round and said he doesn't like
even during the cold months.
and
sneak
in
that
last
bid
to
snatch
the year-round flip-flop inventor
That practice should stop.
socks because they make his feet hoc.
whatever is being sold away from the
developed a form of humanized
"Sometimes if it's too cold, I wear
On July 19, 2005, members of
undeserving person bidding against me,
penguin feet.
Northwestern Universiry's national
Croes. Croes are like shoes for me,"
a strangely satisfying experience. You
Everyone has come in contact
champion women's lacrosse team
Dolan said.
wanted that old Nintendo 64 game
with someone who wears flip-flops
wore flip-Bops to the White H ouse
The next time someone complains
for $5 and free shipping? Too bad! The
when ic's cold outside. When you s!e
to meet with President George W
to you about being cold look down at
eBay
add-on strikes again, placing a
someone wearing a coat or a jacket,
Bush. The women received a lot
his feet. If h e or she is wearing flippop-up in my browser as time winds
doesn't it seem odd when you notice
of criticism. In their defense, the
flops, simply point out the obvious.
down, allowing me to go about my
he or she also h as on flip-flops?
women claimed their fashionable
It's always funny when someone
footwear were designer thong
ROBERTO MCGOWAN is a guest ocher activities while I wait without the
necessiry of refreshing my eBay page
wearing flip-flops on a cold day
sandals, not beach sandals. The
contributor to the Bison and may
every
few minutes.
complains about being cold. Or they
Northwestern Women's Lacrosse
be contacted at rmcgowan@
In
the end, I chink it's the ease and
harding.edu
Team auctioned off the thong sandals ask you to turn on the heat because
simpliciry oflntemec shopping that lures
hapless warefarers such as myself into its
briny depths. A couple clicks and you're
done! The only thing fur it is to exercise a
bit of self-restraint, but it's so hard when I
find that book I've been eyeing in Barnes
& Noble fur less than half their cost!
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Check Your Cellphone, Ref

... You're Missing Calls
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Winter Coats and Flip-Flops
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JEREMY WATSON serves as the
editor in chief for the 2008-2009
Bison. He may contacted at
jwatson@harding.edu.
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THE QUOTE
"Fra nk was one of them. Fra nk! Moose was a nothe r one of them. Moose. I said, 'Well, what if
the dog isn't a moose?"'
- FIRST LADY MICHELLE OBAMA, on her opinion of her daughters' list of possible names for a dog

Jesus' Name Avenue To God, Not Satan
rayer is an important and
integral part of our devotional
life with God. Ir is vital to
having a relationship with Him. Last
semester, I attended a local church's
Sunday night communion service for
the first time since my freshman year.
I participated in the singing and
fellowshipping with my friends, and
then the man bringing the devotional
thought came up to the microphone.
The first words to come out of his
mouth were, "This is what heaven's
going to be like," in reference to the
angelic singing before him.
When I first heard this, I thought
to myself "I surely hope not" (mainly
because my foot was asleep), but I
understood what he meant by his
comment and moved on.
The sermon was about temptation
and how we, as Christians, need to
reject the temptations that Satan
dangles before us and be pure and
holy as we are commanded. All of

P

NATHAN DULLNIG

Guest
Space
this I completely agreed with. The
talk continued normally until the
man started to close his devotional
thoughts with a prayer.
He prayed to God to help us resist
temptation, and then he suddenly
changed gears mid-prayer and began
talking to Saran. He exclaimed ro the
devil that he wanted him ro stay away
and stop tempting him. The man
told Satan that he would not fall into
his traps anymore and that he would
resist his evil influences. Then the man
switched back to talking to God and
concluded his prayer with the perennial
"In Jesus' name, Amen," and sat down.
The entire church began to stand

and sing the next song as I stood
appalled and slightly angry. I have
cold this story to many, but most
either laugh it off as a mistake or try
to justify ir using some sort of outof-context manipulation of passages
from the Bible.
However, I see a great fallacy in
this. When you talk to our Lord, you
are not talking to Satan. God and the
devil are not sitting together listening
on speaker phone while you pray.
On another note, when we pray,
we pray through Jesus to God.
When Jesus came to earth, died for
our sins and rose from the dead, he
became our line of communication
with our Father in heaven. This is
why, when we conclude our prayers,
we end with "In Jesus' name, Amen"
or a variation. That is exactly how
this prayer ended.
We all know the logic of
syllogism, and therefore this man at
the church thought it appropriate

to address Satan by talking to him,
through our Lord Jesus Christ. That
does not seem appropriate to me.
Jesus defeated sin and crushed Satan.
Because of that, it is unacceptable to talk
to the devil through Christ.
Many people I know brushed
this off as a mere accident on rhe
man's part. However, that makes
me wonder if we really take prayer
so lightly that we do not even think
about what we are saying or to whom
we are saying it.
By no means did I write this
article co condemn this man, but
rather to help us all think about what
we are doing when we pray to our
Lord. We must follow the example of
Jesus and how he prayed to his father
as we pray to the same.

NATHAN DU LLNIG is a guest
contributor to the Bison and
may be contacted at ndullnig@
harding.edu

Christians Shouldn't Blend In With World

S

hall we go on sinning so rhat
grace may increase? By no
RACHEL DENZIN
means! We died to sin; how
can we live in it any longer? Or
don't you know that all of us who
were baptized into Christ Jesus were
baptized into his death? We were
therefore buried with him through
baptism into death in order rhar ... we television shows that are witty,
coo may live a new life." (Romans
dripping with sarcasm and sexual
6:1-4, NIV)
humor. Christians support political
Paul Johnson, commentator for
candidates who approve of murder
"Forbes," claimed in a recent article
and homosexual relationships
that the state of the U.S. economy
- pointing out that politics has
was a result of a moral problem in
nothing to do with religion.
our society.
" .. .live by the Spirit, and you
"If we seriously wish to repair the
will not gratify the desires of the
damage, we need co accept that this
sinful nature . .. The acts of the sinful
is fundamentally a moral crisis, not
nature are obvious: sexual immorality,
a financial one," Johnson wrote. "It
impurity and debauchery; (...) hatred,
is the product of the self-indulgence
discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish
and complacency born of our ...
ambition, dissensions, factions and
societies, which have substituted
envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the
such pseudo-religions as political
like." (Galatians 5:16, 19-21, NIV)
correctness and saving rhe planet for
Paul says in Galatians that the
genuine distinctions between right
sinful nature is obvious. Not only are
and wrong and the cultivation of real
Christians watching, listening and
virtues."
supporting ungodly behaviors, they
Christians are lowering their moral
are inevitably putting their seal of
standards by mirroring the present
approval on these behaviors.
culture, which continues to lower
In the 2008 presidential election,
and lose its own morals.
43.9 percent of Christian vorers
Christians are called to be
supported rhe two leading pro-choice
imitators of Christ and therefore
candidates, according to a GodTube.
must look different from the world
com poll. More than 48,000
no matter what is going on in the
Christians responded to the online
culture around them. Unfortunately,
election poll.
Christians are beginning to look
The values in America are
more like rhe culture and less like
undoubtedly not what they once
Christ.
were.
Many Christians enjoy
"A 2003 survey found that 60
watching movies like the box
percent of all Americans believe that
office hit "Titanic," which mimics
cohabitation is morally acceptable,
pornography. They enjoy popular
with 42 percent approving a sexual

Guest

Space

does from [non-Christians], because
relationship with someone of the
opposite sex other than their spouse," we are Christians!'
James Emery White said in his book
Even if our society is in moral
"Serious Times."
decline, Christians should not be.
Just like our culture, our values
Christians should be glorifying God
and standards as Christians are not
in everything they do, nor just on
what they once were.
Sunday mornings sitting in a pew.
"Yes, [our standards as Christians
"Jesus came in search of mankind,
have changed] but I don't necessarily
so how did He respond when the
crowds walked away from His
think it is a bad thing," junior Brittany
teaching?" Mel.arty wrote. "No one
Bogos said. "I think that we are more
accepting of people instead of making
ever wanted people co be saved more
everything about the 'rules,' and I
than Jesus did, yet He was willing
think that it's OK as long as we don't
co stand and watch them go. I am
compromise reflecting Jesus in the way
sure that His heart was breaking, but
we live."
He did not run after them, begging
"Be imitators of God ... But
them to return, offering to soften His
among you there must not be even a
message if they would only stay!"
hint of sexual immorality, or of any
Jesus did not change His message,
kind of impurity, because these are
and so neither should we change
Jesus' message. Christ did not teach
improper for God's holy people. Nor
should there be obscenity, foolish
us to "soften" the message of rhe
talk or coarse joking, which are out
gospel in order to win souls - so
of place, bur rather thanksgiving."
Christians cannot use this as an
(Ephesians 5:1, 3-4, NIV)
excuse to live like rhe world.
Christians should be loving and
As Christians, we must examine
accepting, bur when it comes to the
ourselves in che mirror and see if our
way we live - what we say, wear, do, reflection is that of the world or that
watch, ere. - Christians muse not
of Christ.
compromise. Christians are called to
Christians must follow the Bible
a higher standard - one they accepted in its entirety, nor just the bits and
when they put on Christ.
pieces rhar seem convenient for our
lives in this world.
In his book "Journey of Faith,"
Bruce Mclarty, Harding's vice
" ... My spirirual life is not
president for spiritual life, expands
something merely to be ralked about
on God's standards for believers as
or studied but to be lived," White
discussed by Paul in 1 Corinthians
wrote in "Serious Times."
5:9-13.
Christianity is, after all, a life, not
a subsection of our life.
" ... Much more is expected of
Christians," McLarty writes. "When
a Christian seeks to justify his
RACHEL DENZIN is a guest
behavior by saying, 'Everyone else is
contributor to the Bison and
doing ic,' we must respond, 'Yes, but
may be contacted at rdenzin@
harding.edu
God expects more from us than He

Guidelines To Proper Chapel Etiquette

T

here are about 90 days in a
semester, and for 80 of those
days we are required to go
to chapel. So, in the interest of all
Harding University students, here are
a few friendly reminders on chapel
etiquette.
First, and probably mosr important,
there is no excuse for not brushing
your teeth. There's the occasional "my
alarm didn't go off, and I had to just
run out the door" defense, but I'm sure
your minty-fresh chapel mates would
rather you be a little late than skip this
particular hygiene habit. It's hard to
sing when you're crying not co breathe
through your nose. So, please, if you're
in a hurry, at lease rinse.
Next, please be mindful of the

KELLI PHILLIPS

Guest

Space
size of your backpack. Every time
you turn sideways and shuffie down
the row, you clock everyone in the
head while you stumble to your
seat. If you are unable to adequately
compensate for the extra baggage,
then simply take your backpack off
and carry it until you are safely at
your seat. Those in the row in front
of you will appreciate ir.
Third, how is it possible to be
late to chapel every day? While

most students would be mortified
to walk in and know that everyone
was watching them, the habitual
latecomers actually appear to
enjoy the attention. Seemingly
unconcerned with the fact chat
chapel has already started, you strut
across the auditorium, waving and
giving shout-outs to your friends.
Not only are you distracting
everyone, but when you get to your
row 12 people have to stand up and
!er you to your seat. Chapel starts at
the same time every day. Please be
there on time.
Lastly, it's important to point out
that chapel rows are limited on space.
While I understand procrasrination,
chapel is not the time or place to be

JOANNA KIRK

juggling a giant text book, pencil,
calculator, planner, pen and oversized
notebook. If you chose to stay up late
the night before watching reruns of
"Home Improvement," then that's
your business, but the person next to
you deserves a little elbow room.
So just remember that at 9 in
the morning, no one wants to be
greeted by morning breath, climbed
over, stepped on, knocked by
your backpack or crushed by your
economics homework. The moral of
the story: Be considerate.

KELLI PHILLIPS is a guest
contributor to the Bison and
may be contacted at kphi ll iS@
hardi ng.edu

TALK BACK: Spring Break Plans?
''I 'm headed to California to meet with

people about the book I'm publishing.''

- Senior Pete Davidson

Guest

Space

DormNet
Computer
Tips
omeching at Harding is not
quite right. No, I'm not
going to wax poetic about the
travesties of curfew, lack of parking
or woes of 8 a.m. classes. Rather, I'd
like to point out something a little
less obvious: a lack of education.
DormNet staff members gee a
worse rap than cafeteria food, most
often for things that aren't their fault.
Having worked at DormNer for
three years, I've experienced my share
of being made a scapegoat. Now,
I'm standing up for us geeks in the
Administration Building, who work
hard to fix your computers.
"DormNet exists co troubleshoot
basic, and some advanced,
networking issues that students
may encounter at Harding," Robert
Hinojosa, second-year DormNet
Assistant, said.
We love to help, and we love
working with computers. Thar's why
we're DormNet Assistants, or DNAs.
But please, don't gee mad at us if we
can't solve every issue.
The vast majority of problems
we see at DormNet are easily
preventable. They are caused by a
lack of basic computer maintenance,
uncareful Web surfing and
downloading, toting around your
laptop while it's still on, etcetera,
etcetera.
"We need to better educate people
[about their computers]," Lora
Fleener, manager of Student Support
and Communications, said.
You need one good antivirus
program (and only one, or you'll have
problems). DormNet recommends
AVG, which is free, or McAfee,
which you can get from us. You need
a malware program, like Spybot
Search & Destroy, or MalwareByres.
You need to clean out all the junk
that builds up on your computer
from daily use - we like CCleaner for
this purpose. All of these programs,
except McAfee, can be downloaded
for free and require minimal
computer savvy.
"I recommend updating and
scanning with all these programs, for
most people, at least once a week,"
senior DNA Ryan Curtis said. "And
don't click on those 'Your computer
has a security problem' pop-ups.
They're often viruses themselves."
Don't carry your laptop all over
campus in "sleep" or "hibernate"
mode. Just shut it down, which
protects your hard drive from
damage. If everything starts to run
slower than normal, bring it to us
before your computer has a total
meltdown. Don't wait until the night
before your term paper is due - we
probably can't fix it char quickly.
Limewire is a don't. "Limewire
is a huge problem," Hinojosa said.
"Number one, it's against Harding's
basic Internet policy, and number
two, it's a massive gateway for all
sorts of malware, viruses and stuff
that does nasty things to computers
chat we end up having to fix."
Taking these simple precautions
should reduce your computer's
downtime and help you avoid the
need for repair; however, if your
computer does start acting up,
certainly bring it ro DormNet. We'll
help in any way we can and work
our hardest to get your computer
running its best.

S

JOANNA KIRK is a guest
contributor to the Bison and
may be contacted at jdockery@
harding.edu
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Throu h the Lens

'Treasure Island' &
'The Jungle Book'

Playing Feb. 26 through 29 at 7 p.n).
Matinee at 2 p.111. on Saturday, the 28th
Ulrey Perfor1ning Arts Center
$6 or f!·ee 'vit11 1~he J->ASS

l{cad inorc about
"1.,hc Jungle I~ook''
on page 5B.
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Track team continues successful tradition
By ROBERTO MCGOWAN
student reporter

CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Junior distance runner Katy Grant keeps pace at the NCAA South Regional Championships last November. The Lady Bisons finished second in the race and
qualified for the Drvisron II National Championships.

The 2009 Division II indoor track season
has started, and the Bison men's and women's
teams are off to good starts.
Head Coach Steve Guymon said with 21
letter-winners returning, 17 on the men's team
and four on the women's, he has a good feeling
about the 2009 season.
Last season, junior Ester Komen and
sophomore Daniel Kirwa were not only
All-Americans; they were also national
champs.
Kirwa holds three school records and was
last year's freshman of the year.
Kirwa said he loves to run the mile but didn't
expect to win a national championship, even
though he knew he had the training.
He said winning the championship has
motivated him to want to win again.
"Train hard; win hard; and later you enjoy
the fruit," Kirwa said.
Guymon said he feels like winning a national
championship didn't place any pressure on the
team for this season because athletes always
try to out-do themselves. He said if anything,
he believes the championship made the team
become more focused on winning.
Guymon said both the men's and women's
teams ran a tune-up meet in December at Arkansas State, and both teams looked good.
"We have already had three women (two
individuals and one relay) and three men {all
relay) qualify for indoor nationals," Guymon
said.
Guymon said losing All-Americans Julius
Kosgei and Artur Kern was a big blow to the
men's team, but both men stayed around and
became assistant coaches.
"Both men were good solid runners, and I
don't know if they can be replaced," Guymon
said. "Kern now helps with the guys, and
Kosgei helps everywhere."
see TRACK page 2b

Biwott making quick
impact for Bisons
By ROBERTO MCGOWAN
student reporter

~

The Bison men's track team
has had a great start this season. Junior Frank Bolling has
already broken a school record,
and sophomore Daniel Kirwa's
success from last season is carrying over into this season. But
freshman Phillip Biwott is also
quietly having a big impact on
the team this season.
Born in Eldoret, Kenya,
Biwott has only been distance
running since 2006. Biwott said
running is a common practice
where he grew up.
"In the region of Kenya where
I am from, Rift-Valley, running
is an innate talent," he said.
Biwott said he knew he
wanted to attend a Division
II school. While in Kenya, he
heard good things about Harding University, and he received
a scholarship here.
Head Coach Steve Guymon
will tell you that Kirwa is one
of the best distance runners
on the team if not the best,

and Biwott is the only one
who can keep up with him.
Now the two push each other
to be better.
"Biwott and I lived seven
miles from each other and were
even in the same running club
in Kenya," Kirwa said. "But we
did not know each other."
During the Christmas break,
while Harding's distance runners were resting, Kirwa and
Biwott spent their time training with Guymon to prepare
for the indoor track season.
That extra workout time has
definitely paid dividends.
In his first collegiate race,
Biwott secured a spot in the
Division II National Indoor
Track and Field Championships.
Biwott won the 5,000-meter run
by more than 30 seconds.
Guymon said he wasn't surprised at the fast time. Based on
Biwott's performances during the
fall cross cowitry season, Guymon
knew the freshman would also
excel at track as well.
"Biwott is a very efficient,
hard worker and has leadership

qualities, and I'm looking forward
to working with him for the next
three years," Guymon said.
Biwott qualified for the
5k, the mile and the Distance
Medal Relay. Biwott said he
probably won't compete in the
mile because he wants to focus
more on the 5k and DMR.
"I like running the 3000m
indoors, but they don't have it
in Division II track and field,"
Biwott said.
Biwott said there isn't much
free time in his day. After class
he has to train, and after training he has homework.
"You have to learn how
to balance your time wisely, n
Biwott said.
Biwott said he hopes to
break as many school records
as he can before he receives
his degree.
"There are records that have
been here for a while, and I
would like to take them down,"
Biwott said.
Biwott said he also would
like to compete in the Olympics
one day.

CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Freshman distance runner Phillip Biwott competes in the NCAA South Regional Championships during
his first year at Harding. Biwott is a native of Eldoret, Kenya.

Pittsburgh's loss to Providence raises questions of curse
CHRIS O'DELL

The
Leadoff
M

ost sports fans are
familiar with the
Madden curse. Each
year, the player selected to be on
the cover of the Madden Football video game mysteriously
sustains a significant setback at
some point during the season.
Other curses many sports fans
believe exist include the curse of
the Bambino, the curse of the
Billy Goat and the curse of the
Black Sox.
However, there is another
curse that exists in college
basketball that grabs far less
attention than these. Of course,

I'm talking about the curse of
the number one ranking.
In recent years, parity in college sports has seen an all-time
high. It is no longer big news
when an unranked team knocks
off a top-ranked powerhouse.
In fact, it has become almost as
expected as the Detroit Lions
losing football games.
There was another example
of this Tuesday night when
unranked Providence knocked
off top-ranked Pittsburgh.
However, this is not the only
example of this new curse in
college basketball
Since the beginning ofJanuary, six number one teams have
been knocked out of the nation's
top spot. At this rate, nearly half
the teams in the current top
25 will have laid claim to the
number one ranking before the

start of March Madness.
Although many fans will say
this makes for a better season,
it also makes Selection Swiday
that much more difficult on the
selection committee.
For the past several weeks,
experts maintained Connecticut, Oklahoma, North Carolina
and Pittsburgh as the four
consensus number one teams.
All four seemed like a lock for
a number one ranking in the
NCAA tournament; however,
things got a little weird after the
curse set in.
Since then, Connecticut's
Hasheem Thabeet got dominated by Pittsburgh's DeJuan
Blair; Oklahoma's Blake Griffin,
the front-runner for Player of
the Year, sustained a concussion after being touched on the
nose and North Carolina met

familiar foe Maryland on the
wrong night.
Number one seeds are now
up for grabs for multiple teams
around the country. Although
these four teams might still end
up as number one seeds, each
team on the road to Selection
Swiday has to go through the
curse.
The team that should have
the best chance at a number
one seed is Oklahoma, if Blake
Griffin can come back from
the sidelines anytime soon.
However, that is a big i£ Griffin
missed the second half against
Texas and Monday night's
game against Kansas, with
OU losing both games. If the
6'10" forward sits out any more
games, OU could easily fall to a
two or three see<;i.
I still feel North Carolina is

the most talented team in the
cowitry, but their inconsistency
throughout the season has to
raise the question of whether
they deserve a number one seed
when it's all said and done. The
next couple ofweeks should
show us what the Tar Heels are
madeo£
After Tuesday's loss to
Providence, Pittsburgh looks
far from a number one seed at
the moment. While there is still
time for the Panthers to regain
some of the momentum they
lost from Tuesday night's loss,
time is running out quickly for
the nation's current top-ranked
team. The Panthers now have
to rebound from the loss to
Providence against Seton Hall
on Saturday.
Finally, Connecticut has a legitimate chance at claiming one

of the four number one seeds,
but the loss ofJerome Dyson,
their number two scorer, could
mean trouble for the Huskies.
It will be important for the
Huskies to show the committee they don't need Dyson to be
one of the nation's top teams.
With four spots as a number one seed in the NCAA
tournament up for grabs, the
remaining weeks of the college
basketball season should be
interesting. As nearly 10 teams
battle for a number one ranking, teams might start to ask
themselves if being number one
really means being the best.
CHRIS O'DELL
serves as the sports editor
for the 2009 Bison.
He may be contacted at
codell@harding.edu
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Sophomore Daniel Kirwa runs alongside three of his teammates during a recent cross country meet.
Kirwa is the defending national champion in the indoor mile.
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Bison track teams continue successful tradition

CONTINUED from 1 b
Kosgei and Kern know how
to be successful, and their help
with the development of the
younger team members is a big
help, Guymon said.
The Lady Bisons had six
top-10 finishers in their first
meet of 2009, including senior Vicky Schandevel, who
posted two top-10 finishes,
Komen, sophomore Rysper
Sirma and freshman Mary
Samoei.
This season, junior Frank
Bolling and sophomore Cathy
Ebenja have already set new
school records in their respective events.
Bolling has recorded top10 finishes in his first three
800m races, including a victory
at Arkansas State's Kickoff
Klassic.
Freshman Phillip Biwott has
been a big addition to the men's
team with two wins already
under his belt.
Freshman Callie McAlister

Upcoming Track schedule
Date
March 13

Opponent
Results
NCAA Indoor March 13-14
Nabooal Champ.
March 21 Rhodes Open
March 21
March 28 Rhodes Invitational March 28
Apnl 4 Harding Invitational
April 4
Apnl 11 Ole Miss lnVltabonal April 11
Apnl 16
Ml. SAC Relays April 16-17
April 18 Memphis Invitational April 18
April 23
Drake Relays Apnl 23-25
May 21
NCAA Outdoor May 21-23
Nabonal Champ.

said she loves running track for
the Lady Bisons.
"It's different from high
school," McAlister said. "There
is more of a team concept,"
Mcllister said.
McAlister said she came to
Harding because of the Christian
atmosphere.
"I want to improve my personal best time, be a part of a
team and be a good Christian
example," Mcllister said.
Guymon said the indoor
season is very short, and they
concentrate more on the

"Train hard; w in hard;
and later you enjoy the
fruit."
Daniel Kirwa
sophomore distance
runner
outdoor season, which starts
March 21.
He said the team's number
one goal is to try to get as many
people in the outdoor championship as possible.
"It's nice to see an athlete
do the best he or she can,"
Guymon said.
Since there is not a conference championship for track
in the GSC, the Bisons have
been invited to compete in
the South Region Championship.
The Bisons men's and women's
track teams also have an unofficial invitation to compete
in the Peach Belt Conference
next spring.

Oklahoma's Griffin frontrunner
for college player of year
JAMES BUCE

Guest
Sports
Column

T:

e college basketball
season is just a few weeks
away from Sdection
Sunday, which means Player
of the Year talk is in full swing.
There are several players who will
get recognized for having great
seasons, but the winner should be
Blake Griffin from Oklahoma.
Griffin, a sophomore, has
led the University of Oklahoma
to the brink of a No. 1 seed in
the NCAA national tournament. This is the same team
that, a few years earlier, was not
even a blip on the radar.
Three years ago, the Sooners' basketball team was in the
middle of controversy because
of recruiting violations that
occurred under the watch of
an outgoing coach. That year,
the team missed both the
national tournament and NIT
tournament.
Those violations have been
forgotten because of the play on
the court the play of Griffin.
Griffin is statistically having one of the greatest years of

College
Basketball AP
Rankings
Cont. Total
W L W L

Pittsburgh ........ 12 3 25
Connecticut... ... 14 2 26

3
2

Oklahoma ........ 11

3

2 25

North Carolina .. 10 3 24 3
Memphis .......... 12 0 24 3
Louisville .......... 13 2 22 5
Duke................... 9 4 23 5
Marquette ......... 12 3 23 5
* standings do not reflect
Thursday's games
any player in college basketball. Averaging just under 23
points per game, Griffin is
15th in the nation in scoring
and ranks first in the nation
with 13.8 rebounds per game.
Oklahoma is known for its
strong football program, and
this past season was no exception with a national title appearance and the Heisman Trophy
winner, but now it's the Sooners
time to shine in basketball.
Griffin deserves credit
for guiding his team this far.
His leadership and play have
helped a team with no notable
players become a powerhouse.
Two players are giving Griffin
a push to be the best Tyler Hansbrough and Stephen Curry.
Hansbrough, from North
Carolina, won Player ofthe Year
last year. His passion and drive

on the court are unmatched His
numbers this year, however, do
not match his detennination. He
is averaging nearly three fewer
rebounds, and his scoring is also
down from last year.
He is a leader. He guided ·
North Carolina to a Fmal Four
berth last )'Car before losing to
Kansas. That was last year.
Hansbrough is a great player
and has shown that hustle can
make you a great college basketball player, but he does not
deserve the award this year.1his is
Griffin's year.
Curry is leading the nation in scoring but plays for
little-known Davidson College. Curry lost a head-to-head
match- up against Griffin, and
his team plays in a smaller conference, sfo the level of competition is weaker than that of an
Oklahoma or North Carolina.
Hansbrough and Curry are
having outstanding seasons,
but Griffin's is better. Griffin, to this point, has had an
incredible season and deserves
the Player of the Year award
as he leads Oklahoma to the
National Tournament.

JAMES BUCE is a guest
sports columnist for the
2008-2009 Bison. He may
be contacted at jbuce@
harding.edu

photo courtesy of Associated Press
Oklahoma forward Blake Griffin hangs from the basket following a dunk against Colorado in the first half
of an NCAA college basketball game in Norman, Okla.

Your parents will love knowing you got the best care.

Harding Alumni Serving Harding Students

Takeout can eat up your savings.
Pack your own lunch instead
of going out. $6 saved a day

x 5 days a week x 10 years

x 6% interest= $19.592. That
could be money in your pocket.
Small changes today. Big bucks
tomorrow. Go to feedthepig.org
for free savings tips

• Had four hits in Harding's
doubleheader sweep over
Williams Baptist
·Went 4-7 for three runs
and two RBI in the two
game series

'
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Freshman network
site gives students
early social start
by KYLIE AKINS

student reporter

•

Hundreds of high school
seniors planning to come to
Harding next fall are already
talking to each other across the
nation. A new admissions tool
has made it possible for next
year's freshman class to start
becoming a class that knows
each other much sooner than
other years.
The UPeers Web site has
served as a "before-you-getthere" re source and social
launch pad for the incoming
freshman classes of the past
two years, helping them prepare
for the transition from high
school graduate to college
student.
"UPeers is like a freshman
Facebook," Harding Junior
Laura Douglass said. "It allows incoming freshmen to
connect to other students that
are coming to Harding."
Two years ago, Douglass
began working with incoming
freshmen as a student blogger
and was recently made an intern
for Education Dynamics, the
company that runs the UPeers
Web site from New York.
Education Dynamics set up
the Web site and makes sure
it works smoothly. Douglass
manages the people aspect ofthe
Web site, talking with students
and creating opportunities for
people to meet online.
"I'm on there to be a resource for them if they have
questions they are uncomfortable asking other incoming
freshmen," Douglass said.
"It helps confirm people who
are nervous about Harding or
don't know exactly if that's
what they want. They ge t to
be part of this gro up that is
already starting the Harding
community feeling that is so
important. "
Many sophomores may not
remember UPeers from their
freshman year because it was
not as functional or widely
used as it is today. However,
this year's freshmen were the
first class to experience UPeers
in its entirety and are more
familiar with the Web site.
"Now that there is a group
that has gone through the
Web site, I think that's where
we're going to see the change,"
Douglass said. "Those kids that
went through [UPeers] are
going to be the energy group
leaders for the next group of
kids for Impac t. I think it
will improve Impact."
Features on the Web site,
such as profiles, groups, discussions, blogs, articles and other

elements, make UPeers both
useful and fun for students.
The profiles include information and pictures, with
a wall to write on and a blog.
The groups feature allows
students to find other people
with co mmon interests or
backgrounds, like the states
they come from, "Twilight"
fans, rollerbladers and people
who agree that duct tape fixes
everything.
"It's more than a network;
it's a community," Douglass
said. "You're not just showing
up on the first day clueless to as
what to expect. I think it has
helped a lot with the current
freshman class. They love it
and have a great time."
These features allow students
to get to know each other and
learn about the school they
will soon attend.
"I think it was helpful to
see the types of people in my
freshman class," freshman
Kristen Ragland said. "For me,
it made me get more excited
about coming to Harding."
Discussion boards are one
of the most-used features on
UPeers because of their interactive nature. Students talk
about a wide variety of topics
and are more likely to find the
people they relate to.
"Some discussions can be
pretty serious like 'Is there a
god?"' Admissions Creative
Coordinator Ricky Colon said.
"Others can be pretty tame and
mundane like 'What's living
in a dorm like?' Some can be
really fun."
Colon, a Harding alum,
said he can empathize with
each freshman class as they
struggle to meet people and
incorporate themselves into
the student body.
"Ifl could have been given
a bunch of names and an
opportunity to easily make
friends, I would have loved
that, " Colon said. "I want
kids to take full advantage of
the ability to make friends,
get to know each other and
ask questions in a really safe
environment."
Douglass said she hopes
UPeers will improve freshman
r etention rates by helping
build a stronger relationship
between the new students and
the Harding community.
"In the end, I want them
to come away knowing that
Harding isn't just an educational
place," Douglass said. "It's a
place where they can grow, live,
and learn and be a part of a
real family here. I want them
to know that this is going to
be home for them."

New baggage
fees hit fliers
Rising fuel costs lead airlines
to charge those ch~cking
By BILLIE PIETERS

student reporter

Spring break is March 9
through 13 for Harding University, and many students will be
traveling long distances, which
often involves flying.
During the past year, many
airlines have lowered fare prices
but have also sta~ted charging
for check baggage. These fees
are cumulative and are double
for round-trip travel. This was
due to the past year's high fuel
prices. The airlines are trying
to cut down on how many
bags passengers check to use
less fuel.
Airlines charging for checked
baggage include Airtran,
American, Continental, Delta,
Frontier, Northwest, Spirit,
United and US Airways. They
have all started charging a $15
fee for the first checked bag
and a S25 fee for the second.
Any additional bags could
cost anywhere from $50 to
S125 each.
There are some exceptions
to the fees. Fees for airline
members, frequent flyers and
military personnel are often
waived.
So far, Alaska and Jetblue
have not started charging for a

first checked bag but have on
the second. Southwest is the
only airline to not charge for
the first two ch ecked bags.
Senior Jonelle Taylor said
she will be flying home to
Pennsylvania for her sisterin-law's baby shower over the
spring break. "I fly Southwest
because they never have any
hidden fees, they don't charge
you for baggage, or for a window seat or an aisle seat," said
Taylor. "The cost that you see
is always the upfront cost."
Many other students traveling said they are thinking twice
about flying. Senior Brian Miller
said he is traveling with friends
the United States Southwest
during the break with friends .
"Flying would be too much
money for what we're doing,"
Miller said.
Brent Carrigan, who will be
traveling with Miller agreed.
"Camping equipment would
count as extra baggage," he
said.
Students travel a lot over
spring break, both for recreation
and mission trips. Many students face the choice between
flying and driving, but with
fuel costs rising again, either
alternative will be probably be
expensive.
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Big fish in an intramural pond

photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
A swimmer powers his way through the water as he competes in the men's intramural butterfly swim race on Wednesday, Feb. 25

Smiles, service across the map
Student group reaches across borders to aid children
By CAROLINE DA MRON

student report er

People all over the wo rld
are in need; they are in need
of food, water, clothing, education and friendship, and the
list goes on.
There is a group of students
on campus who are specifically
committed to changing lives
through meeting these needs.
Smiles for Christ is a service
oriented group devoted to
changing the lives of people,
especially children, in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, throug h
education and influence.
Allans L eonardo Coello,
the president of Smiles for
Chris t, is from the city of
Tegucigalpa.
"Our main objective is to
help the children who live in
the dump to get out of there ,
using the most important tool
we can give them: education
and opportunities to work,"
Coello said.
"The idea is to incorporate
them in the society as professionals."
The members of Smiles for
Christ are passionately committed to serving the people of
Tegucigalpa, not only through
education but also with the
love of Christ.
"The project is [focused]
on helping kids and ... I like
our team because people in
Smiles for Christ not only work
raising money for these kids,
but also for serving God and
making friendships," said Steicy
Zamuria, the group's secretary
who is from Nicaragua.
Lucy M archena Villarreal,
the group's creative director,
who is from Costa Rica, said
the opportunities they try to
give the children are a form
of their g ratitude.
"I am sure that the best way
that I have to give thanks to
God and the society is to help
others ... [have] the opportunity
to decide their future," she said.
"The education opportunities
that we are trying to give to
those children in Honduras
are our way to give something

back to God."
The members of Smiles for
Christ see the extreme need
the children have for a better
future. They are fighting to
provide them a chance at a
better life.
"These kids are eagerly
working for a better future, but
for the conditions where they
live, the lack of opportunities
that they have, it is really difficult for them to achieve that
future," said Juan Quema, the
group's communications director, who is from Guatemala.
"Smiles for Christ can help
build that road where these
kids can start their journey
to seek for that life that they
want to have."
Flor Ram os , Smiles for
Christ's logis tics director,
who is from El Salvador, said
the impact the work they do
has made her take it more
seriously.
"Serving like we do in the
Smiles for Christ changes you
for life, and you can actually see
you are making a difference,"
she said. "So that is why I ...
[work so hard] thinking [of]
every single possible detail,
for every single activity of
fundraiser we hold, so those
kids can get the best out of
[our hard work)."
Many of the Smiles for
Christ members are Walton
Scholars. Ramos is a Walton
Scholar and said she feels a
responsibility to give something back.
"One ofthe principles of Sam
Walton is 'Giving something
back,'" she said . "Well, as a
Walton scholar, having such a
blessing as a full scholarship, I
feel a responsibility of paying
it forward, to be a blessing to
someone else."
Walton Scholar Rodolfo
Herndandez, the grou p's
media director, who is from
El Salvador, said he appreciates being able to work with
the group.
"Smiles For Christ was ...
the perfect opportunity for me
to change [lives] of the people
in need," he said.

"I really felt deep within
me that every kid in the
world deserves to have the
right to go to school, play in
a safe environment and enjoy
their childhood. Smiles For
Christ is working for this in
Honduras."
Smiles for Christ works with
an existing organization called
AFE, which is an acronym for
"Love, Faith and Hope" in
Spanish; it is the organization
that works with the children
of Honduras throughout the
entire year. Smiles for Christ
works directly with AFE,
providing financial resources
as well as manpower.
It is important for the group
to m aintain a unified purpose
throughout the year. The goal
of Smiles for Christ is to "promote a permanent participation
of each member of the group,
creating a sense of identity
and belonging that begins
when they join the project,"
according to Coello.
Smiles for Christ raises
funds to send AFE through
activities such as cook-outs,
sales, basketball tournaments
and many other projects. Smiles
for Christ also encourages its

"Serving like we do in
the Smi les for Christ
changes you for I ife,
and you can actually
see you are making a
difference."
Flor Ramos
logistics director

members to visit Honduras
during summer break in order
to spend time with the children
and help with manual labor,
such as school construction.
Smiles for Christ has four
values that define the core of
their work throughout the
year: strength, loyalty, justice
and equality. These students
are committed to exhibiting
these values, not only in their
own lives, but also in their
commitment to the children
of Honduras. This group of
students gives of their lives
in service for others as Christ
gave.
For more information about
Smiles for Christ or opportunities to serve, please contact
Allans Leonardo Coello at
acoello@harding.edu.
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Shoe program Mike Shelby

By JONATHAN LINDSAY

fits students
By KATIE FITTZ

student reporter

In order to fully understand someone else's life, we
have to walk in his or her
shoes. But it is difficult to do
this when there are so many
who don't even have shoes.
Leaving their small, rundown shacks, children are
walking to school. Glass and
rocks cut into their bare feet
as they continue down the
dusty roads. Thousands of
miles away, we wake up to
our daily dilemma of which
shoes to wear, without even a
thought of how it would feel
to have no shoes at all. Some
children in foreign countries
will never experience this
morning debate.
In 2006, Blake Mycoskie
went to Argentina and saw
how many children did not
have shoes. Because of this,
many of those children contracted Podoconiosis, a debilitating disease that causes
extreme swelling, repeated
ulcers and deformity in the
feet and legs. Mycoskie
discovered this disease is
completely preventable with
a simple pair of shoes. This is
when he formed the idea of
TOMS, or Shoes for Tomorrow.
TOMS shoes are modeled after an Argentine shoe
more from than 100 years
ago, known for its comfort.
For every TOMS brand shoe
purchased, they give a pair
of shoes to a child in need.
None of TOMS' shoes are
made in sweatshops, and
only Argentine products
are used. Not only are these
shoes for a good cause, but
they also have minimal environmental impact.
Sophomore Rosie Reding
said she heard about TOMS
during her senior year of
high school from a friend in
her hometown of Bentonville, Ark.
"I love TOMS shoes and
what they stand for," Reding
said. "I want to work with
underprivileged children in
poverty stricken areas all
around the world."

She said this is why she
applied for one of their delivery programs over spring
break.
"I applied for the Argentina trip, and I will be going
with them to drop shoes off
March 7 through 14," Reding said.
So far, TOMS has delivered more than 10,000 pairs
of shoes in Argentina and
more than 50,000 in South
Africa.
In the meantime, Reding
has encouraged her friends
to get involved. Sophomore
Tiffany Jones got her new
TOMS shoes in the mail a
few days ago.
"They were a little expensive, but I didn't mind, considering where the money
was going," Jones said.
Many people like their
TOMS even more than normal shoes because they know
the good cause behind them.
"I love that they help out
someone else, are comfortable and look good," sophomore Brooklyn Parker said.
There are several ways to
get involved with TOMS
shoes. Of course, they are for
sale at www.tomsshoes.com.
Like Reding, students can
volunteer to deliver shoes, or
they can contribute money
to the cause. They also offer
"Style your Sole" parties,
where groups buy white
TOMS and decorate them.
"For anyone who is interested in this organization, I
would suggest going to their
Web site and reading about
TOMS and what they do,"
Reding said. "It will help you
understand a lot about the
organization."
Now, we see these same
children walking down the
road, but this time they are
smiling. They no longer
have sores on their feet, but
instead, a pair of colorful
TOMS. When we wake up
in the morning and go to our
closet, we immediately grab
our TOMS, knowing that
they are much more than just
a pair of shoes. They are a
sign of hope and happiness
for a child in need.

Inexpensive
activities abound
By AMANDA RICKS
student reporter

Most students are on a
tight budget - no matter the
economic climate. During
these times, entertainment is
often the first expenditure cut
from students' budgets.
However, businesses in
Searcy are making these difficult times a little less stressful.
Kalyn Heid is one of many
students making cutbacks.
"My parents send me
money once a month, and if I
run out it's tough luck," Heid
said.
Heid said she goes to the
Tandy 10 movie theater in
Little Rock for cheap movies.
"During the week, movies
are 50 cents, and on weekends
between Sl and Sl.75,"Heid
said. "The Tandy 10 plays
movies that have been out for
a while, but it beats paying
S10 for a new release."
The Searcy Cinema 8, located on Race Street, offers S3
movie nights every Tuesday,
for students who don't want
to wait for the Tandy 10 discount. The downside for some
students is that it's during the
week.
"Searcy offers some
entertaining things; you just
have to be open-minded,"
junior April McCall said. "My
friends and I enjoy getting
a group together and bowling. It's only S4 a game and
very entertaining for a Friday
night."
Searcy also offers rollerkkating, laser-tag, paintballing and a rock climbing
gym. Some are more expensive than others, but when
you add in the costs of driving to Little Rock, it's about
the same.
"Going to Berryhill Park
and playing around on the
jungle gym is also fun and
r

free," McCall said. "It's a
good way to relive your
childhood."
Redbox, located at
McDonald's and Wal-Mart,
has also become popular.
Students can rent a movie
for only S1 per night at these
locations.
Hastings also has good
deals on movies for students
who would rather buy them,
as well as letting people rent
movies and video games.
Eating out is another expenditure that gets cut out
of many students' budgets.
It's simply cheaper to stay at
home and make a meal than
to pay for one at a restaurant.
Some students host dinner
parties with friends.
Rebekah Kelley said she
suggests value menus when
dining out.
"Whenever I and my
friends want to go out to dinner, we go somewhere cheap
and order off the value menu,"
she said. "You can get the
same amount of food, but it's
cheaper."
Many fast-food chains offer
value menus. But be careful
when ordering; you could end
up paying more due to buying
more. Taking advantage of the
10 percent student discount at
many local eateries is another
way to save money.
Simple steps like these
could help students save
some pennies during difficult times without having
to give up everything. Many
students agree that this is a
time that we should spend
with each other.
"The money isn't important," Heid said. "What's
important is spending time
and making memories with
my friends. And it's teaching
us how to save money in the
future."

'Cloak People' secrets unveiled
outer garment."
The cloak idea came from
some friends who could not
Perhaps you have seen them, bear the idea ofletting their
sitting in chapel, feasting in the
Halloween costumes go to
waste after only one use. They
cafeteria, wandering around
enjoyed the garments, as did
campus or sitting in desks in
others who joined. Although it
class. They roam across campus
is not the typical Harding outfit
attracting curious glances, but
(unless you are in choir), it is an
no matter their actions or the
interesting piece of history and
weather, they are known for
fantasy.
their capes.
The cloak-wearers have set
The "Cape People" have captured Harding's attention. In
an inspiring example for us
fact, a Facebook group has been about not being afraid to wear
something unusual - and still
created in their name - and
maintain Harding's dress code.
it's so intriguing that even
"I like being different and
parents are joining. Some of the
"Cape People" discussed their
seeing the funny looks I get
from wearing a cloak," sophosomewhat unusual practice.
more John Aders said. "SomeFirst, the "Cape People"
times I dress up just for fun."
do not wear capes. They wear
Aders added that cloaks are
cloaks. According to an online
warm and entertaining.
dictionary, a cloak is a "loose
Due to their length and
outer garment that covers or
warm nature, cloaks are not
conceals."
functional as everyday wear,
Meanwhile, a cape is a
but cloak people take pleasure
"sleeveless garment of various
in wearing them when the
lengths, fastened around the
neck and falling loosely from
weather suits.
"I don't wear it for the
the shoulders, worn separately
or attached to a coat or other
purpose of making a stateBy KAYLA STUDIVAN
student reporter

ment, but I often think there's a
general shortage of thought in
the world," cloak-wearer Daniel
Benskin said. "Ifl unintentionally inspire people to analyze
my deeper motives until they
find something meaningful, I'd
be glad ofit."
Cloak People, like the rest
of us, are just friends who are
trying to entertain themselves
outside of class. They wear
cloaks for fun, they stroll to
chapel together and they even
sword fight together.
"The sword fighting is a real,
historical style, based on European methodology with a twoedged sword," Bethany Howell
said. "The sword fighting group
is known as the Dyssack Trainers, and they are on their way to
becoming an official academic
club on campus.
"This is not necessarily
attached to being one of the
'Cape People'; it just happens that most of these 'Cape
People' are interested in enough
historical things that we train in
historical fighting methods."
The sword fighting and

unique clothing has intrigued
many students, including selfdescribed "Cloak Observing
Expert" Andrew English.
"I have been watching them
for over a year, and I do not
think that they will harm us as
long as we do not do anything
to aggravate them," English
said. "I am completely fascinated with them; I think it is excellent that people can express
themselves in such a way."
The cloak people are not
the only ones on campus who
try unusual things and seem
exceptionally friendly and willing to talk about their choice of
clothing. However, despite their
good sense of humor, they can
sometimes be offended.
"If jokes are lighthearted
and not meant to be something derogatory, then I have
no problem with people
finding amusement in me or
my friends," Howell said. "1£
however, the jokes were made
with the intention of injury
or simply out of spite, then I
most certainly will take issue
with the speaker."
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Business club
hosts alumnus
by KYLIE AKINS
student reporter

Student directs 'The Jungle Book'
Director integrates Asian
By REBECCA HARRELL
student reporter

•

As Feb. 26 crept closer,
Rachel Hlbeck became busier
with every coming day. "The
Jungle Book," which opened
Thursday, took a lot of time,
effort and sweat to be ready
for audiences.
Ft.lbeck, a junior theatre
major, is responsible for
directing this play. Because
the brunt of the work falls on
her, she was extremely anxious
about getting everything to
come together in time for the
first showing.
"I'm fairly excited
and a bit nervous at the same
time," Filbeck said. "Directing a show comes with a lot
of responsibility, and it takes
a while to effectively serve
your cast and all members of
the production team."
For Filbeck, direct-

perform~nce

ing is a true love of hers.
She said she enjoys getting
up early if she has to, doing
any and all extra work that is
required and socializing with
her peers who are either
starring in the play or working behind the scenes.
"I like to work on plays
because it's a great way to meet
people and reach' out to them,"
Ft.lbeck said. "It's a great witness tool."
However, even though
Ft.lbeck loves and enjoys
directing, it's also a mandatory
requirement in order for her
to graduate. All theater majors
must direct a play as a junior
project.
Ftlbeck said despite the requirement of directing, she still
loves being connected with
and a part of a group of talented people who are all working
for something they love. For
some people, this comes as be-

styles into play

ing a part of a sports team. For
others it comes in the form of
being part of a social club. But
for Ftlbeck, simply being part
of a play is her joy.
Ft.lbeck said, "The Jungle
Book" holds special meaning for her. Her grandparents
and parents are missionaries
in Thailand, and she grew up
there. Because she was blessed
with the opportunity to experience a new and strange culture,
she can relate to that in "The
Jungle Book."
"My favorite thing about
the play happens to be the
different cultures expressed
in the styles of performance,"
Ftlbeck said. "It makes my
show unique."
As for the behind the
scenes labor, Ft.lbeck has
worked over-time.
"We are performing in the
round," Filbeck said. "This
means that all four sides of

the stage are surrounded by
the audience. We are also
building puppets for the
show. We have a Chinese
dragon and two elephants on
their way.
"This show will be
performed in various Asian
performance styles. We are
implementing combinations
oflndian, Thai, Indonesian
and Chinese elements to the
movements and costumes of
the cast."
The play is showing Feb.
26 through 28 at 7 each
night with a 2 p.m. matinee
on Saturday.
Fil.beck said that she, as
well as the other actors and
the production team, hopes
there will be a large turnout
for the play. She said she
wants people to come to
"The Jungle Book," be entertained and thoroughly enjoy
their evening.
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Answers To Past Crossword
And Sudoku Puzzles

Across

1 Poetic contraction
4 Footwear
8 Disney character
13 Norse deity, ruler of
theAesir
15 Area unit
16 Distant
17 Skin defect
18 Jetname
19 Satellites
20 Coalition
21 Steak type
23 Genghis, for one
25 Fishcake ingredient
26 Tx. city
29 Hair style
31 Coach
34 Utopian
35 Opera
36 Hawaii's
Coast
37 Of unsound mind,
legally
40 Keystone State city
41 Formerly
61 Defy
42 Translucent
62 Kernels
minerals
63 Zealander
64 Right away
43 Japanese coin
44 Other
45 Powerful
Down
46 Pub feature
47 Crimes of the
1 Burial chamber
Heart playwright
2 Fan favorite
Henley
3 Storage unit
48 Clan member
4 C. Amer. trees
52 Bell sound
5 Body of water
56 Doctrine
6 Viva voce
57 Actress Bonet
7 Actress Garr
58 Of all time
8 Woody tropical
59 Modernize
plant
60 Author Ambler
9 See 6 Down

leader and part-time children's
minister for a church in Collierville, Tenn.
A 2-year-old boy in the
At the beginning of his career, Cooper gained exposure by
hospital bed listened intently to
the clear, country-tinged voice
singing at the Arkansas Acoustic
Festival After that, he played at
of the man sitting on the edge
various churches, coffee shops
of the sheets. As the hum of an
acoustic guitar drowned out the
and clubs.
The songs Cooper performs
beeping of the monitors, the
are inspired by the stories he has
little boy could forget about the
come across throughout his life.
hospital and get lost in the music. With only a few months to
"I would find something I
thought was really interesting,
live, the bond of music brought
and there would be a melody
hope to a child and inspired
the musician to put the little
running around in my head,"
boy's story into song. "Dillon's
Cooper said. "One thing led
to another, and I had a song.
Song" gives life to the voice that
captures every audience Michael I started playing for people a
little bit, and I started then to be
Cooper has ever held.
Cooper is a story-teller who
more intentional about writing. I
like for my songs to tell a story."
sings his experiences to his
He said he has written songs
audiences. The Society for the
about his grandmother, his faAdvancement ofManagement
hosted him in the Administrather and other people in his life.
"I would just like for people
tion Auditorium Feb. 26.
Cooper said that, as an alum
to think back and have good
and former Harding Academy
memories about their family and
teacher, he was excited about
their life," Cooper said "I hope
they hear a song that connects
returning to perform.
them to that"
"I just know lots of people,"
Cooper said. "I always like
Cooper was accompanied by
coming back and seeing campus Andrew Chance on the guitar.
and everyone. Harding is always
Open auditions were held
on campus for the opening act
a good place to play, because
everyone seems to enjoy it"
Harding students James "McCoy"Taylor, a singer from Texas
Cooper began playing the
guitar at age 19 as a freshman.
with his own CD out already;
Kai Petrich, guitar; and Clay
He frequently played with
Evans, a guitar player who has
students and faculty throughperformed in Georgia, perout college and began writing
songs at age 25. He worked at
formed before Cooper sang.
SAM is a business organizathe Downtown and College
churches as a worship leader and tion for Harding Management
children's and junior high minis- majors to give them experience
ter before moving to Little Rock in managing events before they
enter the workforce. The fundto become a children's minister
there. As a children's minister, he raisers get the students comfortable with managing and allow
met Dillon and wrote the song
the club to continue to exist for
that recounted his experiences.
the benefit of the students.
He is currently the worship
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10 Berth
11 Emaciated
12 Conditional
words
14 String of pearls
22 Buzz off
24 Nimbus
26 Has breakfast
27 Worship
28 Bolsheviks
founder
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30 C losed band
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32 Eastern Christian
member
33 Impertinent
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HU community unites to aid family
by SARAH KYLE
staff writer

"I have needs; you have needs; we
all have needs," Andrew Baker
began in chapel Feb. 13, as he
introduced the needs of a particularly beloved Harding University
cafeteria worker.
Suzanne Staggs, known to
many as the "Omelet Lady" in the
school cafeteria, found herself in
desperate need of encouragement
when her husband, James, contracted colon cancer.
Staggs faced a time of both
emotional and economic uncertainty as James' illness progressed
and eventually took his life. She
knew that she might lose her job
as a result of the extended leave
of absence she had taken to nurse
James as cancer overtook him.
"She took care of her husband
for the past year, and he
was a very, very physically sick person," said
Andrew Baker, who
runs the Encouragement
Foundation on Harding's
campus. "Just her spirit
and how she did that
and how she continued
to support her kids
[impresses me].
The Staggs family
was in need of a helping
hand, but Suzanne had
faith that God would
pull her through this
trying time.
"It never ceases to amaze me
that when you need help, you don't
know where it's going to come
from, but somehow, somewhere,
somebody knows, and it happens,"
Staggs said.
Enter the Need, a "social experience in people" started by Andrew
Baker and others at Harding,
including students Tyler Jones and
B. Chris Simpson.
"The design of the Need was
to put a group of people in a room
together, allow the needs to come
to the surface, and then see what
that group of people could do to
help each other," Baker said.
Baker explained the Need as an
effort to get people of all races, backgrounds and socioeconomic classes
to connect and help each other.
"The need of the wealthy and
the need of the poor is not the
same, but sometimes what the
wealthy need, only the poor can
do," Baker said. "And what the poor
need, only the wealthy can do."
Baker's theory was proved true
when every need, ranging from a
red tie to a house, was met during
the experience.
"We brought 24 random people
together, and 24 needs in the room

were met," Baker said. "It was an
interesting experience for everybody."
But something was missing.
Even before the meeting, Baker
said the group felt as if they had
forgotten something.
"It was like we had the cake,
and the cake was going to be the
experience of people meeting
people's needs, but there wasn't
any icing on the cake," Baker said.
"About that time, Liz Howell and
Nate Copeland called me."
Copeland and Howell explained
Staggs' situation to Baker and the
Need, and asked if there was anything Harding would be able to do
to help its beloved "Omelet Lady."
"I said, 'Interesting you guys
should call right now, we're having
a conversation about looking
for something else we can do
to help,"' Baker said.

After presenting
Staggs' situation to
the group, a universal
agreement led them
to the Staggs household.
"We said, 'Okay, what if we
took those individuals who were
meeting individual needs and
collectively took them as a whole
to meet a bigger need, a family
need,"' Baker said. "Which is
what happened with the Staggs
family. By default, it was not
planned on our part; we just kind
of walked into it. n
Baker and a video team arrived
at the Staggs home in Pangburn,
Ark., the following Friday and were
greeted by numerous family members and friends. Kadie, Staggs'
12-year-old daughter, referred to
the camera crew as 'paparazzi.'
After getting to know the family,
the team began to talk with Staggs
about her family's needs.
"At first she said none. We
knew that wasn't true," Baker said.
"We continued to talk, and then
she began to share."
Staggs' needs ranged from
problems with the cable company
to the extensive medical bills the

family faced as a result of]ames'
illness. Baker was determined to
help.
"As we were leaving, one of the
sisters said, 'You guys are our ray of
hope on a really cloudy day,"' Baker
said. ''And I said, 'Well hopefully
we can do something.' I left there
without a clue of exactly what we
could do, but I knew we could do
something."
On their way out of town, the
group stopped by the baseball field
to see Will, Staggs' 17-year-old
son. This year will be Will's senior
season at Pangburn, and one much
encouraged by Staggs despite the
family's difficulties and Will being
one of the only members of the
family still able to work.
"Last year, he didn't get to play

because he had to help take care
of his dad," Baker said. "She really
wanted him to play th.is year because it was his last opportunity."
Baker said upon arrival at the
field, Baker said his eyes were
opened to a whole new world of
needs and possibilities. The field
was little more than a roughlooking patch of dirt, and the
baseball bucket was filled with
balls barely held together by the
duct tape that encased them.
Many players lacked basic baseball necessities like cleats.
"One guy was out there practicing in cowboy boots," Baker
said. "That was pretty funny. It
was the cowboy boots, shorts, letterman jacket and cap. It was an
interesting picture."
The team began asking Will
what they could do to help. At first,
Will's concerns focused mainly on
his mother and sister.
"He said, 'It would be really
cool if my mom could get her nails

done,"' Baker said. "It makes her
feel pretty, and she hasn't been able
to have that in a long time. It'd be
really cool if you could do something for my sister. She really likes
"T\vilight. '"'
After some time and prodding,
Will mentioned that the baseball
team would benefit from jerseys
and that it would be nice to have
an opportunity to do something for
the field, but the team was unsure
as to what it could do.
The Harding group loaded
back into the van with the camera
crew and returned to campus to
brainstorm possibilities for helping
the Staggs in their time of need.
"People just started naming
off things," Baker said. "One guy
said, 'Well, I have a son. He's a
hair stylist in Alabama.
What if we gave Kadie
a makeover?"'
The ideas continued to roll as one
member offered to pay
for a shopping spree
at JCPenney for Kadie
and another to buy
baseballs for Will's
team. The needs were
then introduced to the
student body, and the
response was above
and beyond expectations. Five hundred
dollars was raised in
the auctioning of several David
Cook tickets. The student
body alone donated more than
S4,000 in support of its beloved
"Omelet Lady" and even of
fered up David Cook tickets to
the family.
"Now the family is going to
get to go to the concert because
of students who gave their tickets to them," Baker said.
As Baker had hoped, needs
were met.
"We were able to collect
a total of just over $6,000,
which allowed us to pay for the
funeral cost," Baker said. "We
have somebody who has agreed
to pay for the baseball jerseys
for the baseball team; shoes have
been taken care of ... we have a
system in place to make changes
to the baseball field."
For Staggs, however, the
emotional encouragement far
outweighed the physical.
"They put smiles on our
faces," Staggs said. "They
brought back a little bit oflife to
my husband ... my husband got
a peace of mind knowing that
my job, where I worked, cared
enough about us to come and
do what they did. It made my
husband very happy, and he only
lived two days after that."
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